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Abstract 

This work is a study of relativisation in the Ọhafịa dialect of Igbo. It seeks to analyse relativisation in 

the dialect. It also seeks to reveal the transformational processes that take place in forming 

relativisation in the dialect, and what these processes are. The transformational framework has been 

adopted for the analysis of the data collected. The findings reveal a manifestation of relativisation of 

finite verbs with marked tone in the dialect. The step tone marks the relative clause in Ọhafịa dialect. 

It manifests as epenthesis that bears a low tone. The second syllable bears a high tone. Another 

finding is that the underlying form of relativised structures can undergo transformation to realise 

different stylistic variants of the construction. The most prominent transformational processes are 

deletion and pronominalisation. Epenthesis also applies at syntactic junctures especially between the 

noun phrases head of the relative clause in order to adjust the relative tone marker tonotactically. 
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Introduction 

Studies on the Ọhafịa dialect have focused on language change in Ohafia, and dialect information. 

There are also studies on the phonological analysis of the Queme dialect of Igbo of which Ọhafịa is 

one. Further studies are on the Ọhafịa war dance and its implications; on the life of the Ọhafịa 

people. In the area of relativisation, not much research has been done on the Ọhafịa dialect. However 

studies on relativisation in the Igbo language have focused on the types of relativisation and the role 

of tone in forming relativisation. The researcher therefore decided to embark on the study of 

relativisation in the Ọhafịa dialect to fill the gap on research in this area. 

 This study is on the Ọhafịa dialect of Igbo. The Ọhafịa speech community is situated in the 

South-East Zone of Nigeria. Udoh (2004:21) classifies the dialect as Ọhafịa Igbo/Abịrịba Igbo 

dialect. Nwaozuzu (2008:69) categorises it as the Cross River group of dialects (CRGD). The tone 

marking convention used is marking all the tones in all the syllables. 

 

Objectives of Study 

This study has the objective of discovering whether relativisation exists in the Ọhafịa dialect or not. 

Specifically, this study seeks to: 

(i) discover how relativisation operates in the dialect, and 

(ii) the transformational processes involved in its formation. 
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Scope of Study  

The scope of this study is limited to the processes of relativisation in the Ọhafịa dialect. The 

particular areas to be investigated are the processes of relativisation of subject, relativisation of 

object, equi-Np deletion, equi-Vp deletion and pronominalisation.  

  

Methodology  

This study was guided by oral interviews involving four native speakers of the dialect within the age 

range of forty and seventy. The data were recorded in a tape, classified and analysed.  

 

Literature Review  

This review of literature presents relevant information needed to understand the study better. 

 

Theoretical  Studies 

Mbah (2006:68) defines relativisation as a process of reducing full sentence forms into relative 

clauses. Asuoha (2012:39) sees it  as  a  helpful  mechanism  to  distinguish  grammatical  relations. 

Similarly, Agbedo (2000:118) defines relativisation as a T-rule that turns a full-fledged sentence into 

a subordinate clause (embedded sentence) such that it becomes a modifier of an NP, in the matrix 

sentence. This embedded sentence is the relative clause, which is introduced variously by such 

relative pronouns `as who, whose, which, where, when, that etc depending on the semantic properties 

of the NP being relativised.  Aruya (2005:131) explains that relativisation occurs when a relative 

clause is inserted to front of a noun phrase antecedent to a matrix clause.  

Asuoha (2012:94),  in  line with  Fox and Thompson 1990) and Cristofaro (2003:193), 

observes that a relative clause in Igbo introduces or further establishes people, objects, time and 

location by linking them to known referents and situations. The function of such restrictions is seen 

as helping the addressee to identify the referent of a term, through a specification of some state of 

affairs in which that referent is a participant.  

Mbah (1999:78) sites Ross (1969) whose hypothesis is a consolidation of Smith‟s (1961) rule 

ordering of relative clause reduction. It states:  

who is →  φ (optional) which was 

When the relative clause containing who is or which is  is reduced by deleting the wh-head 

and the copula verb, then the node which dominates the clauses ceases to branch (see pg 79). 

Transformational generative grammar was propounded by Chomsky in 1957 as a 

revolutionary theory for sentence analysis. Agbedo (2000:104) explains that the phrase structure 

grammar was not equipped to explain the semantic sameness of structurally unrelated sentences. A 

transformational grammar consists of a set of PS-rules and a set of transformational rules (T-rules). It 

assigns to each sentence a series of phrase markers. Every transformation has two parts as Scott and 

Perlmutter (1979:55) observe: There is a structure index or structural description that states the class 

of structures to which the transformation applies. There is also a structural change that states the 

change produced by the application of the transformation.  

Transformations are meaning preserving. Mbah (2006:64) notes that transformations offer 

explanations about the relationship between surface and deep structures. The underlying or deep 

structure is represented as D-structure because it has not undergone any grammatical operation. The 

derived or surface structure is represented as S= structure. It is the structure that results after the 

grammatical operations have taken place. 
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Empirical Studies       

Not much has been done on relativisation in the Ọhafịa dialect. Oluikpe (1979:63) writes on Ngwa 

Igbo. He contends that there are two structures underlying relative clauses in Igbo. These are the 

subject and object relative clauses. Subject relative clauses have verbs immediately following the 

relative marker (not expressed). By the 'transformational rule, the subject of the embedded sentence 

is deleted by equi NP deletion rule. Tone rule applies. By the tone rule, all segments dominated by 

the auxiliary and the verb take a step tone. He illustrates as follows: 

2 Anyị nzụrụ akwụkwọ akwụkwọ ndara oke ọnụ 

             [              ] 

       S 

"We bought books books are expensive” 

      [                ] 

S 

Anyị nzụrụ akwụkwọ dara oke ọnụ 

“We bought books (which) are expensive” 

In this sentence, “akwụkwọ” the subject of the embedded sentence is deleted. The object relative 

clause (ORC) ndara takes a step tone. He further stresses that the object relative clauses are those 

relative clauses whose relativised noun phrase is the object of the embedded sentence. The 

relativised noun phrase may be either time/place noun. By the relevant transformational rule, it is 

deleted.  This is represented in the diagram below. 

3a Subject relative clause (Oblig) 

SD:    X Npl  Np2  V  B   Y→ 

                             [                     ] 

  S 

SC:   X  Npl   Q    V                B            Y. 

                       [   [+ 1]               ] 

rel 

Condition:         (i) Npl -  Np2  

       (ii) +1  =  step tone  

     (iii) rel  = relative clause 

 

3b Object relative clause (Oblig) 

SD:   W      Np1      X        V      NP2    Y → 

     [              ] 

                       S 

SC:   W      Np1       (Np2)           X        V    Y   

                        [                       ] 

                                      rel 

Condition:         (i) NPl -  NP2  

                              (ii) if NP1    = place, then NP2 = obV‟ „place‟ 

                             (iii) if NP1  =  time, then NP2   =  mgb V. „time‟ 
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In this study of object relative clauses, Oluikpe notes that if on the other hand the relativised noun 

phrase is a time/ place noun, the noun phrase is shifted to the initial position of the embedded 

sentence where it becomes either mgb V „time‟ or ob V „place‟ depending on the nature of the noun 

phrase. Example 

 

                       4. Ad
h
-a ngara ahịa  Eze nd

h
ị    1‟ ahịa  → Ad

h
a ngara ahịa ebe Eze nd

h
ị 

         [                           ] 

„Ad
h
a went to market  „Ada is in the market where Eze is‟                  

        Eze is in the market‟       

        [               ] 

 

Iwundu (1987:87) describes relativisation patterns in the Igbo language.  He explains that the 

Igbo relative clauses function as modifiers of noun phrases (NP) and fit into two different structural 

classifications namely subject qualifying and object qualifying within the construction. He further 

observes that the Igbo language shares certain general aspects of language (universals) such as 

relative clauses with some Subject Verb Object languages such as English and Haya.  

Emenanjo (1978:198) identifies two types of relative clause structure in the Igbo language: 

a. Those whose NP subject is different from the preceding nominal. This he calls type A 

Relative clause. It is marked by tone in Igbo.  

For example;   

5.  Akwa ọ zụtara dị mma “The clothes he bought are good” 

 

However, in the Type B relative clauses, the tonal relationship between the NPs and the following 

verb is the same as that between the two nouns in the associative construction for example 

 

6.  Akwa dị ebe a mara mma „The clothes here are good” 

Clothes be here this know beauty  

Ndimele (2003:125) observes that a relative clause in Echie (a dialect of Igbo) behave like a 

single adjective, due to its ability to occur in a noun phrase and modify a noun or pronoun which 

serves as the head of that phrase. Azonye (1974:96) studies the narrative war songs of the Ọhafịa 

people. He gives a critical analysis of their characteristic features, in relation to their social functions. 

Mc Call (1993:8) carries out a research on the lives of the Ọhafịa people. Horton (1970:168) explains 

the social life of the Ọhafịa people. He categorises them as brave warriors. This is signified in their 

war dance. Ezikpe (2013) analyses the existence of a nasal fringe in Ọhafịa. He notes a similarity 

between Ọhafịa, Enugu, Anambra and Delta Igbo dialects. Inyima, E.U. (2006:86) studied the 

phonotactics or combination of consonants and vowels in the Ọhafịa dialect. According to her 

discovery, Ọhafịa dialect has forty-seven consonants and eight vowels. The increase in the number of 

consonants is as a result of the process of nasalization, labialization and articulation. 

  

Summary of the Literature Review 

The literature review commenced with an account and review of relevant studies on relativisation in 

different languages. The first part, the theoretical study, handled some languages of the world and 

their relativisation processes. 

The empirical study constituted a review of different relativisation processes in the Igbo 

language. The works of Oluikpe (1979), Iwundu (1987), and Emenanjo (1978), Azuonye (1974), Mc 
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Call (1993), Horton (1970), Ezikpe (2013) and Inyima (2006) form the basis for the analysis of 

relativisation patterns in the Ọhafịa dialect of Igbo. Based on these data, no work on relativisation in 

Ọhafịa has been done. Consequently, the researcher wishes to investigate relativisation in the Ọhafịa 

dialect of the Igbo language.  

 

Methodology 

The method of analysis for this research shall rely on transformational generative theory grammar. 

The transformational generative theory was propounded by Chomsky in 1957. It has three levels of 

sentential analysis - deep structure, surface structure and transformations. Deep structure outlines the 

basic elements making up the sentence. It refers to a sequence of constituents, which serves as the 

input structure for the transformational rule to operate upon. Transformation indicates the processes 

of change upon the deep structure. The surface structure indicates the phonetic form of the 

transformed structure. It is the sequence of constituents derived after the T-rule has been applied. 

The transformational generative grammar theory (TGG) treats relativisation as subordination 

of a full sentence to a relative clause. In the process of transformation, certain changes take place. 

Chomsky (1957) presents two arguments in support of transformations accounting for the structure 

of sentences (i) to show that sentences with striking similarities on the surface can be proved to 

emanate from different underlying sentences (ii) to show that sentences with superficial syntactic 

differences can be proved to emanate from a common origin and should have a similar meaning 

(Ndimele 1999:158).  

 

Data Presentation and Analysis: Relativisation in Ọhafịa 

 

Relativisation of Subject 

Relative clauses in Ọhafịa are realised through various processes of transformation ranging from 

deletion transformation to pronominalisation. Examples of deletion transformation in sentences were 

observed in the dialect. 

7(a) SD: Èkèlé mụ nwa 

    DS: Ekele who gave birth to a child 

            Transformation:  

7(b)         Èkèlé ónyé nké mụ nwa   

                Delete RP  

                   Ekele (comp) person that bear past child 

7(c) Delete wh-head  Èkèlé nké mụ nwa  

            Ekele that gave birth to a child 

               7(d) SS:    Èkèlé mụ nwa 

 

7a is the structural description. It has the underlying structure shown in 7b. Deletion applies to 7b as 

shown in 7c where 'onye' the relative pronoun and 'nke' the wh-head are deleted. However, the tone 

of the relative marker is not deleted in the process. The original tone pattern of the verb root changes 

from low (L) to step (S) to show the surface structure already described in 7a. 

8 (a) SD: Nwáńtàá zū ózhī  

             DS: Child (comp) zu past thief 

          (b) Nwáńtà ónyé nké zū ōzhī  

     Child who that stole thing 
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           (c) Nwáńtà nké zū ōzhī 

Child that stole 

           (d) Nwáńtàá  zū ózhī 

 

8a contains the structural description. The underlying structure is shown in 8b. Deletion takes place 

in 8b as shown in 8c and 8d where 'onye' the relative marker and 'nke' the wh-head are deleted. The 

tone of the relative marker is not deleted in the process. It moves to the verb root. The original tone 

pattern of the verb root changes from low (L) to step (s) to show the surface structure already 

described in 8a. 

In examples 7 and 8, the deletion of 'nke', the wh-head, takes place at the underlying level. 

Mbah (1999: 78) calls this transformation relative clause reduction. An optional deletion rule deletes 

who or which followed by is or was. 

 Relativisation in some constructions in Ọhafịa occurs when the deletion of nke at the 

underlying level is as a result of epenthesis + verbal prefix. Terry (1997) defines epenthesis as the 

addition of one or more sounds to a word. Vowel epenthesis occurs in Ọhafịa where the vowels (ee) 

are inserted at the beginning of words, for example. 

9a. SD: Ódò   éè    dúfūnị    ńdị ìfhè 

DS: Odò (comp) epenthesis present continuous deceives people 

     Odo who deceives people 

         (b) Ódò ónyé nkè éè dúfūnị ńdị ìfhè  

     Odo who that epenthesis deceives people   

         (c) Ódò nké éè dúfūnị ńdị ìfhè  

     Odo that epenthesis deceives people 

         (d) Ódò éè dúfūnị ńdị ìfhè   

 

9a is the structural description. Epenthesis takes place before the compound verb dufunị. 9b is the 

underlying structure. The deletion of the wh-head takes place as shown in 9b and 9c where 'onye' and 

'nke' are deleted. The tone of the relative marker is not deleted in the process. It moves to the tone of 

the verb root. There is a change of the original tone pattern of the vowels from low low (LL) to high 

low (HL). The original tone pattern of the relative marker changes from (HL) to high step (HS) to 

show the surface structure already described in 9a. The construction above goes to support Oluikpe 

(1979:63) and Iwundu (1987:87) on the manifestation of subject and object qualifying relative clauses 

in Igbo. Oluikpe states that for relativisation to take place in the Igbo language, the subject of the 

embedded sentence is deleted by the equi-NP deletion rule. Tone rule applies. All segments 

dominated by the auxiliary and the verb take a step tone. Emenanjo (1978:198), however, refers to 

these relative clauses as type A and Type B. 

10a. SD: (a) Kálụ   áà   àdhụnị   mwēī   

                       Kalu epenthesis (comp present cont) sews clothes 

         Kalu who sews clothes  

         DS: (b) Kálụ ónyé nkè áà àdhụnị mwēī   

           Kálụ person that epenthesis sews clothes 

                    (c) Kálū nkè áà àdhụnị mwēī 

           Kalu that epenthesis sews clothes 

         SS: (d) Kálū áà àdhụnī mwēī 
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10a is the structural description. Epenthesis takes place with the insertion of „áà‟ before the 

compound verb „àdhúnī‟. 10b is the underlying structure where deletion takes place. This manifests 

in 10b and 10c where 'onye' and 'nke' the wh-head and relative pronoun are deleted. The tone of the 

relative marker moves to the verb root. There is a change of the original tone pattern of the vowel 

from low low (LL) to high low (HL) to show the surface structure already described in 1a. 

 

Relativisation of objects 

Object qualifying relative clauses manifest in Ọhafịa in the following examples. 

                                            11a SD: Ọ lụ nwáàmị ọhụ íshí zà  

                    He comp(t) marry(pst) that woman that has swollen head 

     He married that woman that has swollen head 

         DS:  (b) Ọ lụ nwáàmị ọhụ ǹkè íshí zà 

                    He married that woman that head swell 

         SS:   (c) Ọ lụ nwáàmị ọhụ íshí zà 

11a is the structural description. 11b is the structural change where 'nke' the wh-head is deleted at the 

underlying level before the relativised object „nwáàmì íshí zà‟. This confirms Oluikpe‟s (1979:65) 

assertion that the object relative clause is characterised by word order only. 

 

                                         12a. SD: Òkórìè nị  ányị   òkpògó   pū   ēpū  

                      Okorie comp (t) give us money that is perforated  

          Okorie gave us money that is perforated 

          DS: (b) Òkórìè nị  ányị   òkpògò nké pū   ēpū 

                      Okorie gave us the money which is perforated 

            SS: (c) Òkórìè nị ányị òkpògó pū ēpū 

                       Okorie gave us perforated money   

12a is the structural description. 12b is the structural change where 'nke' is deleted at the underlying 

level before the relativised object 'pū ēpū'. 

 

                                          13a. SD: Ányī fhụ óshíshí dhāchínị ụzọ 

                    We (past) see tree fall across blocked road. 

       We saw the tree that fell across and blocked the road 

        DS: (b) Ányī fhụ óshíshí nké dhāchínị ụzọ  

                    We saw tree that fell across and blocked the road 

        SS: (c) Ányī fhụ óshíshí dhāchínị ụzọ 

 

13a is the structural description. In 13b, the deep structure, 'nke' the relative pronoun is deleted 

before the object marker 'dhāchínī úzo'. This is the evidence of the process of relativisation. The 

tones of the relative marker change from low low to step high step. 

 

 Equi - NP deletion 

There is equi-NP deletion in the Ọhafịa dialect. It involves the deletion of a noun or noun phrase 

which is duplicated in a sentence as can be seen in the following examples. 

16a. SD: Àdáèzè chọdà   íjhē   áfịá   zụsá  ífhé   dhā àdhà 

   Adaeze want before past to go market buy (past) thing fall price 
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   Adaeze wanted to go to the market to buy something that the     price 

fell 

 

                  NP1                                    NP2
                         

 NP3 

    (b) DS: Àdáèzè ónyé nké chọdā íjhē áfịá Àdáèzè zụsá  ífhé Àdáèzè dhā  àdhà 

                       Del of noun  Del of pronoun                                

    Adaeze who wanted to go market Adaeze buy something  

    Adaeze fall price 

             (c) SC: Àdáèzè chọdà   íjhē   áfịá   zụsá ífhé   dhā àdhà. 

    Adaeze wanted to go to the market to buy something that fell. 

 

This is a serial verb construction with relativisation. Àdáèzè the NP 2 and 3 are relativised to make 

NP1 the subject of the relative clause. Deletion of 'onyé' and 'nke' and Àdáèzè in NP2 and NP3 the 

underlying level results in the structural description already shown in 16a. 

  

Equi- VP deletion 

 This involves the deletion of a verb phrase as a result of its sameness with another verb 

phrase in the sentence. Jackendoff (2011) observes that VP deletion leaves behind one or more 

auxiliary verbs while Anagbogu, Mbah and Eme (2001:126) explain that VP deletion manifests in 

compound sentences. Examples in the Ọhafịa dialect. 

17a SD:  Òkéréēkē yá rà Òkóróàfọ chọsā Ndìdì bịa  

Okereke him and Okoroafo who came to look for Ndidi came 

           Okereeke and Okoroafo who came to look for Ndidi came 

         DS: (b)   Òkéréēkē yá rà Òkóróàfọ comp ńdé  nké chọsā Ndìdì bịa 

                   Okereeke him and Okoroafo comp who that came to look for Ndidi 

came 

Transformation: 

Pronoun deletion: 

       SC: (c)    Òkéréēkē yá rà Òkóróàfọ comp ńdé nké chọsā Ndìdì bịa  

Wh-head deletion: 

                                                    Òkéréēkē yá rà Òkóróáfọ comp nké chọsā Ndìdì bịa 

                                                   Òkéréēkē yá rà Òkóróáfọ comp chọsā Ndìdì come past 

Affix hopping: 

                                               Òkéréēkē yá rà Òkóróáfọ comp chọsā Ndìdì bịa past 

                                     SS: (d) Òkéréēkē yá rà Òkóróáfọ chọsā Ndìdì bịa 

 

17a is the structural description. Certain transformations take place at the underlying level. The 

pronoun nde' is deleted. The wh-head nké is also deleted. Affix hopping, results, giving rise to the 

surface structure already shown in a. 

 

                               19. SD: (a) Éwú èyé ọkụkọ bwọshāsịnị áfịfịā sọ 

                    Goat and fowl who scattered refuse ran away. 

        The goat and the fowl who scattered the refuse ran away. 

               DS: (b) Éwú èyé ọkụkọ ńdé nké bwọshāsịnị āfịfịā sọ  

                      Goat and fowl who that scatter refuse ran away 
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Transformation: 

Pronoun deletion: 

                  SC:  Éwú èyé ọkụkọ ńdé nké bwọshāsịnị āfịfịā sọ  

   Wh-head deletion:  

                              Éwú èyé ọkụkọ comp nké bwọshāsịnị āfịfịā sọ 

   Affix hopping: 

                             Éwú èyé ọkụkọ bwọshāsịnị áfịfịā sọ 

 

In this construction, pronoun deletion transformation of ńdé takes place before the equi vp 

bwọshāsịnị āfịfịā. The wh-head nké is deleted. Affix hopping results. The surface structure becomes 

a representation of the construction already shown in 19a.  

 

Pronominalisation 

Relativisation can occur in the Ọhafịa dialect in some constructions through pronominalisation. 

Pronominalisation is a transformational process leading to the formation of pronouns from nouns or 

noun phrases. Oluikpe (1979:69) cites Fowler (1971) who explains that pronominalisation is the 

process by which a pronoun is substituted for a noun phrase which is not a pronoun in deep structure. 

A copying transformational rule, as Agbedo (2000:116) observes, takes effect resulting in the subject 

NP being co-referential with the subject in the object position being relativised.  

 

a Question Formation 

20a   SD:    Ńdé ọhụ wọ yà- àbịá? 

                         People those they will come? 

            Will those people come? 

                      DS:    Ńdé ọhụ yà- àbịá? 

                           Will those people come? 

                     SC:    Wọ yà- àbịá? 

Through substitution transformation, the question marker (pronoun) replaces the NP. It takes a low 

tone as can be seen in the examples. 

„Wọ‟, the relativised pronoun is co-referential with the NP ńdé ọhụ. „Wọ‟ is substituted for „ńdé ọhụ‟ 

through substitution transformation. „Ńdé ọhụ‟ the head noun, moves to the SPEC position 

and relativisation takes place- „wọ yà- àbịá?‟ „Wọ‟ is the resumptive pronoun formed from 

„ńdé ọhụ‟ which takes over the former position of the resumptive antecedent.    

21a  SD:    Àdáèzè ọ mụlé? 

                         Adaeze has she given birth to a child? 

                    DS:    Àdáèzè àmụlé 

                        Has Adaeze given birth to a child? 

                     SC:    Ọ mụlé? 

                         Has she given birth to a child? 

 

In the structural description, the NP Àdáèzè and the pronoun and question marker ọ are co-

referential. „Ọ‟ is substituted with „Àdáèzè‟ through substitution transformation. This results 

in the construction ọ mụlé? 
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Summary of Findings 

This work has studied relativisation as a process of reducing a full sentence form into relative clauses 

in the Ọhafịa dialect of Igbo. Despite the general processes that lead to its formation in languages in 

general and in Igbo language in particular, there are similarities and variations discovered in the 

Ọhafịa dialect. The findings revealed a manifestation of subject and object relative clauses in the 

Ọhafịa dialect. Relativisation takes place through the tonalisation of the finite verb in the dialect. In 

the relativisation of subjects, „nke‟ and  „onye‟ are deleted at the surface structure level. The 

relativisation of objects manifested in constructions, also, involving the deletion of nkè at the 

underlying level before the relativised object.  

Relativisation is formed in the Ọhafịa dialect through two major transformational rules - deletion and 

pronominalisation. Certain words through the substitution rule gave the same meaning as „nke onye‟ 

when deleted at the underlying level. The deletion of „nke‟ in some constructions results in the 

process of epenthesis (vowel addition). The tones of the vowels change from HL to HS. Serial verb 

constructions were observed with the relativisation of NP1, 2, and 3, making NP1, the subject of the 

relative clause. The relativisation of duplicated noun phrases through deletion transformation was 

discovered. Equi VP deletion also manifested. Relativisation by pronominalisation manifested. This 

was substituted with the question marker in question formation. The functions performed by „a‟ and 

„e‟ in Ọhafịa was revealed. They are affixed to the verb to form resumptive pronouns. They are also 

substituted as resumptive pronouns to give different varieties ex (a) they, e (he).  

However in cases of constructions with double pronoun, the first is a low (L) and the second 

a high (H) tone. Sentences with dual pronouns under pronominalisation with the same referent as the 

NP also manifested such as „o yọọ (he, his) „ọ yaa‟ (he, his) 

  

Conclusion 

This work has analyzed relativisation in the Ọhafịa dialect, as a dialect of Igbo. Relativisation is 

manifested in the Ọhafịa dialect through deletion transformation and pronominalisation. The deletion 

of nke, onye nke, noun phrases took place. The substitution transformation also resulted in question 

formation where the question marker or pronoun replaces the noun phrase. Under pronominalisation, 

most pronouns which served as question tags in the Ọhafịa dialect had inherent low tones which 

changed when relativised for example wo (they) O (he/she).  

However, in cases of constructions with double pronoun, the first is a low (L) and the second 

a high (H) tone. The two adverbs of time „mgbe‟ and „ma awa‟ are on low tones except ubichi which 

is on high low low (HLL). Sentences with dual pronouns under pronominalisation with the same 

referent as the NP also manifested such as „o yoo‟ (he, his) „o yaa‟ (he, his). 
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